
Two-Thirds Of Democrats Want Hillary Spying, Fake Russia Charges
Investigated; New Poll Finds

Description

USA: A poll has revealed that a stunning 66 percent of DEMOCRATS want to see a new 
investigation into Hillary Clinton’s role in spying on the Trump 2016 campaign, and the 
baseless charges of Russian collusion that followed his victory in the election.

The issue has come back into the spotlight following revelations of the Durham probe into the FBI’s
investigation, which found that Clinton operatives paid a tech company to “infiltrate” servers at Trump
Towers and the White House, not only to spy on the Trump team and dig up dirt, but also allegedly with
the intention to manufacture a “narrative” of Russian collusion.

Now we know. The 2016 Clinton campaign was a criminal enterprise. Paying tech
executives to infiltrate Trump servers & the White House. Time for someone to go to jail 
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https://t.co/JmCWI8RrwW

— Josh Hawley (@HawleyMO) February 13, 2022

“There was spying going on, and it was worse than we thought because they were spying
on the sitting president of the United States, and it goes right to the Clinton campaign.” –
@Jim_Jordan

Trump was right! https://t.co/Xq5FxDV6KT

— House Judiciary GOP (@JudiciaryGOP) February 13, 2022

Statement by Donald J. Trump, 45th President of the United States of America 
pic.twitter.com/K6kDRWl6NA

— RSBN ?? (@RSBNetwork) February 13, 2022

The poll, conducted by TechnoMetrica Institute of Policy and Politics reveals that almost three 
quarters of those polled who were following the story want prosecutors to investigate Hillary 
and members of her campaign team.

Those figures include two thirds of Democrats who were polled, twenty percent more than supported
the move back in October. A total of 91 percent of Republicans want further investigation, with 65
percent of independents demanding a fresh probe.

The poll was even conducted before the very latest expositions, and so the figures are likely now even
more damning for Clinton.

The same poll also found that 68 percent of respondents want to see more scrutiny of the Bidens’ 
business activities, including Hunter Biden’s involvement with his father’s administration.

A total of 71 percent of BOTH Democrats and Republicans said that they believe Biden family business
should be kept separate from Biden administration activity.

When asked repeatedly about the unfolding scandal with Clinton, Biden’s deputy press secretary
Karine Jean-Pierre refused to answer, stating “That’s something I can’t speak to from this podium so I
refer you to the Department of Justice.”

Fox News host Jesse Watters presented a powerful report on the scandal Monday:

Watters further declared Monday that the failed presidential candidate “should be banished from polite
society,” if the allegations are true.

“I’m not comparing her to O.J., because, you know, we have no proof that he ever murdered anybody,
but I would like to see Hillary treated the way O.J. is. He’s not really welcome places, he’s kind of a
pariah,” Watters stated.

The host added “Right now she is a certified political criminal. Her husband has been #metooed and
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has been fingered to be on Epstein’s island and you know the Foundation, that’s just like a washed up
money laundering operation.”

“She paid people to hack into Trump’s computers and frame him for being a Russian 
traitor!” Watters asserted, adding “That would be like paying someone to break into Trump
Tower at 2:00 in the morning, plant a bunch of guns and drugs and Russian documents and
then call the FBI and say hey guys, I got a tip, why don’t you go raid the tower. That’s the
same thing,”

He continued “And we now know too that this was happening as far back as 2014. The CIA knew
Crooked was trying to frame him, they briefed Obama that Hillary was going to frame him. They briefed
the FBI that this was a frame job so Mueller was just a clean-up operation to tee up the impeachment –
and it failed.”

Watch:

* * *

by Steve Watson 
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